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Date worksheet submitted:

How would the guests of honor like their names to appear on the title card in the video?

Please tell us about some of your favorite songs and artists. We ask for more songs choices than we usually need and so it’s possible that not every song
will make its way into the edit. Because we give you the opportunity to select the songs that you love, we ask that you allow us the control of choosing
the best moment of the day for its placement in the video.
We get best results with modern music choices (1990s and later). We like using songs that have a modern structure with verses and choruses. Songs
that have a well defined beat and musical dynamics make it easier to edit; crescendos, volume swells, symbol crashes — these are all great elements that
can accent the video footage we choose to have at that moment. Older artists like the Beatles or Elvis, although their songs are timeless, can sometimes
be troublesome for editing to our modern style. If you have your heart set on an older song, please consider a modern cover (Michael Bublé covers are
always awesome) or a remake. If these guidelines are too strict, please feel free to reach back out to me and I’ll be more than happy to send suggestions.
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Please indicate that the following is understood
by signing in the box to the right:
- the video edit will be based off of these selections
- it is possible that not all of the songs listed here will be used in the edit
- the video editor will choose the spot in the video for the songs to be placed
- recap videos can be edited with either one song or two songs at the discretion
of the editor
- editing turnaround time may vary depending on time of year (please inquire
for current turnaround time)
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